
“I had a Wharton graduate here,
spending weeks manually creating
performance reports. Now he can
actually do his job.”
Kelly McDonnell, Vice President, Retirement Planning Specialists, Inc.

Client Story Black Diamond

“Having Black Diamond is like gaining
another employee.”
Kelly McDonnell had used the Black 
Diamond portfolio management platform 
at a previous firm, so she had a bit of a let-
down when she came on board at Retire-
ment Planning Specialists. “The firm had
already committed to a subpar system, and
I was stuck with it for a while. They weren’t
really doing performance reporting—more
like manual portfolio summaries. I used it
primarily for billing, and it was a nightmare.”

Not only was the system a disappointment,
but so was the service behind it. “When I’d
call our previous vendor, I never knew who
I’d speak to. Usually, I had to leave a voice-
mail, and then would wait two or three hours
on average for someone to call me back.”

A System You Won’t Outgrow
Kelly, a Vice President and self-described
“chief cook and bottle washer,” eventually
persuaded the firm’s founder that investing
in Black Diamond would be far better in 
the long run. “The difference with Black 
Diamond is that it can support us as we
grow,” she explains. “And growth is a key fac-
tor here. We’ve gone from $90 million in
assets under management to an additional
$40 million in less than a year.”

Of the Black Diamond implementation, Kelly
says, “It couldn’t have gone better. From
working with the Black Diamond team before,
I know they go the extra mile to help you
achieve the results that you want. We were
able to do far more than we thought because
of the tremendous support they offer.”

The Difference? Night and Day
“Black Diamond is a lot more intuitive and
easier to navigate. Aside from the function-
ality, though, it’s the support. If we have a
question, they’re just an e-mail or a phone
call away and we’re consistently working
with the same person.”

Among other key differences:

Custom reporting. “If I need to create a
report that Black Diamond doesn’t offer in
their report catalogue, they will help us 
find a viable alternative or work with us to
design it. That was never available with the
other company.”

Outside asset reporting. “I’ve gathered all
the outside assets that are directly held
with various mutual fund and insurance
companies along with the fee-based
accounts, so the clients have a one-stop
shop for reporting. That wasn’t an option
before.”

Daily reconciliation. “Our previous provider
considered daily reconciliation an additional
service and charged a considerable monthly
fee for it, which we had to pay because I
didn’t have two or three spare hours a day.
With Black Diamond, it’s part of the package.”

Faster, more accurate billing. “Start to fin-
ish, I do the billing in about 90 minutes on
Black Diamond. It used to take me almost a
day because I had to manually cross-check
everything. The fee calculations weren’t way
off, but it was never completely accurate.
With Black Diamond, every calculation I’ve
checked, has been spot-on to the penny.”
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Client: Retirement Planning 
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primarily serving retirees
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Background
� Firm’s first performance reporting

system was woefully inadequate
� Provider offered minimal customi-

zation and indifferent support
� Staff had to compile reports 

manually but used the system for
billing

� Billing was inaccurate and 
unreliable

Solution
Black Diamond Portfolio 
Management & Reporting Platform

Benefits
� Saves weeks in preparing quar-

terly reports
� Frees up staff to use talents

more productively
� Allows for development of reports

unique to the firm’s needs
� Saves hours in billing; eliminates

the need to manually verify fee
calculations

� Provides one point of contact for
consistent support



Using Talent Where it Matters
Above all, Black Diamond has freed the firm
from using professional staff to compile
reports—a huge time saver and better use
of talent. “I had a Wharton graduate here,
wasting his time, spending eight out of 12
weeks manually creating performance
reports. Now he can actually do his job as
part of the investment committee, doing
research and analysis on our models. For all
intents and purposes, I have another
employee.”

Black Diamond also gives the firm the flexi-
bility to tailor reports to its clientele, prima-
rily retired workers. “Our clients don’t want
to experience information overload with our
reports,” Kelly points out. “Our clients are
thrilled with a customized report that clearly,
concisely provides the information they’re
looking for without having to weed through
pages of extraneous data and analytics.”

“As with most things, you get what you pay
for,” she concludes. “In the grand scheme, it
works out in our favor because we see Black
Diamond as an investment in the future of
our firm. Exemplary service keeps the
clients happy, and Black Diamond helps us
provide that.”
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“Start to finish, I do the billing
in about 90 minutes on Black
Diamond. And every calcula-
tion I’ve checked, has been
spot-on to the penny.”

Join the Conversation

“From working with the Black
Diamond team before, I know
they go the extra mile to help
you achieve the results that
you want.”
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